In Excellent Form

The TFORMer product family represents a smart and ready-to-use tool for printing forms, reports, lists, labels and serial letters. The cumbersome manual implementation of output functionality is eliminated completely.

The required documents are created and printed with the layout editor TFORMer Designer. In addition, the reporting component, TFORMer SDK, can be used to generate the output in perfect quality as part of your application.

Visual Document Layouts

Document layouts are created with the graphical user-interface TFORMer Designer. The design process is straight-forward and takes advantage of numerous ready-to-use form templates. Test your document drafts with actual data and produce output in arbitrary formats.

Freely formatted text, graphics, barcodes, Unicode, embedded computations, conditional printing, adjustable form sizes and the integrated tray-control cover all possible requirements.

End-users benefit from the great usability of TFORMer Designer. Everyone is able to design or modify form layouts without special training.

Printed Programmatically

To generate output as part of your own software, just embed the reporting engine TFORMer SDK. Your software provides the actual data for the printing process. This is done directly via program code (e.g. JAVA or .NET API) or via external data sources.

The resulting printouts, PDF documents, images, HTML, ZPL-II or PostScript® files are of exceptional quality. The generated output is always identical – completely independent from the chosen output format.

Without Layout Programming

TFORMer generates documents without the need of programming the style and position of single elements. The created output is based on a graphical design. Any formatting logic is encapsulated within the form layout.

For All Platforms

TFORMer SDK is available for all major operating systems like Microsoft® Windows®, UNIX® and Linux®. All supported output formats are integrated into TFORMer directly. Additional third party licenses are not required.

Highlights

General Features

- Graphical Layout Editor
- Unicode Support
  - Supports Asian and Eastern European Fonts
- Ready-To-Use Templates
  - Automotive, Transportation, Logistics, Military, Medical
- Barcodes (Linear, 2D, GS1 Composite)
- Data is separated from the Layout
- Database independent
- Tray Control, arbitrary Paper Formats

Developer Benefits

- Client Side Reporting (even within the Browser)
- Server Side Reporting
- Reporting Component for all Operating Systems
- All Programming Languages
  - DLL, COM, .NET, JAVA, External Executable, Shared Library

Output Features

- Direct Printing and Streaming as Ascii, PostScript, HTML, Image, ZPL-II, PDF
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Reporting Software

Report Generator

Reporting Software for Client and Server Applications

Unified Output for all Systems